Tweets: All Lives Matter

Christina Milian
@ChristinaMilian

#AllLivesMatter Let's become better together 🙏

RETWEETS: 128  LIKES: 115

11:15 PM - 13 Jul 2016

FettyWap1738
@fettywap

My kids are Mixed … #AllLivesMatter

RETWEETS: 292  LIKES: 672

11:38 PM - 7 Jul 2016

Awesomely Luvvie
@Luvvie

We know that ALL lives matter but we have to say #BlackLivesMatter to remind people of our humanity, which is far too often forgotten.

8:44 PM - 24 Nov 2014
Black Lives Matter
@Blklivesmatter

Read it once, twice, three times. And then check out the entire article
bloomberg.com/features/2016- ...

What’s the biggest misconception people have about Black Lives Matter?
That we only care about black people. We are clear that all lives matter, but we live in a world where that’s not actually happening in practice. So if we want to get to the place where all lives matter, then we have to make sure that black lives matter, too.
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